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Abstract: Lost Humans in our country and in different nations that they are known by everybody to be a
significant social issue. These days distinguishing proof of a specific individual in the packed territory is
a perplexing assignment. The human face assumes a significant part in our social communication,
passing on individuals' personality. Face acknowledgment is an errand that people perform regularly
and easily in their everyday lives. Face acknowledgment, as one of the essential biometric advances,
turned out to be increasingly more significant inferable from fast advances in advances like
computerized cameras, the Internet and cell phones, and expanded requests on security. For this, an
answer is furnished on this with the assistance of a profound learning idea. Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) is utilized for the recognizable proof of an individual. The missing individual is
distinguished utilizing different facial highlights. Face Detection assumes a significant part in this task.
This framework tends to the structure of face acknowledgment framework by utilizing CNN technique.
The CNN has been widely utilized for face acknowledgment calculations. It decreases the dimensionality
of the picture, yet additionally holds a portion of the varieties in dataset of images.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric-based procedures have arisen as the most encouraging alternative for perceiving people as of late since,
rather than validating individuals and allowing them admittance to physical and virtual areas dependent on passwords,
PINs, brilliant cards, plastic cards, tokens, scratches, etc, these strategies analyze a person's physiological or potentially
social attributes to decide as well as find out his character. Passwords and PINs are difficult to recollect and can be
taken or speculated; cards, tokens, keys and so forth can be lost, neglected, purloined or copied; attractive cards can get
ruined and incomprehensible. Be that as it may, a person's natural qualities can't be lost, neglected, taken or
manufactured. Biometric-put together advancements incorporate ID based with respect to physiological qualities (like
face, fingerprints, finger math, hand calculation, hand veins, palm, iris, retina, ear and voice) and conduct attributes
(like step, mark and keystroke elements). Face acknowledgment seems to offer a few benefits over other biometric
strategies, a couple of which are illustrated here:
Practically every one of these advances require some deliberate activity by the client, i.e., the client needs to put his
hand on a hand-rest for fingerprinting or hand math recognition and needs to remain in a fixed situation before a
camera for iris or retina ID. In any case, face acknowledgment should be possible latently with no express activity or
interest with respect to the client since face pictures can be obtained from a distance by a camera. This is especially
useful for security and reconnaissance purposes. Besides, information procurement overall is laden with issues for other
biometrics: procedures that depend on all fours can be delivered pointless if the epidermis tissue is harmed here and
there (i.e., wounded or broke). Iris and retina distinguishing proof require costly hardware and are excessively touchy to
any body movement. Voice acknowledgment is defenseless to foundation commotions out in the open spots and hearable changes on a telephone line or taping of phone calls.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Present a mixture approach for face recognition and highlight extraction. They present a mix of three notable
calculations; Viola-Jones face discovery structure, Neural Networks and Canny edge recognition strategy to identify
face in static pictures. The proposed work underlines on the face discovery and distinguishing proof utilizing ViolaJones calculation - a constant face location framework. Neural Networks are utilized as classifiers among faces and
non-faces while Canny edge discovery technique is utilized for recognizing face limits. The creators utilize mixture
approach for face identification and highlight extraction with a bunch of calculations and convolutional neural
organizations for characterization [1]
In this paper Haar classifiers were utilized to identify the eyes district and eyelid highlight. Eyes were recognized to
be either open or shut at a given second by utilizing edge and conditions on the evenness of human face. The eye
district was prepared to learn certain credits of eyelid development. It was proposed that, Kalman channel when utilized
with the flicker cycle would be a solid thresholding application, valuable in following and anticipating the squinting
pace of the eyelid. [2].
This paper presents the face acknowledgment issue has been widely concentrated by numerous specialists however
precision isn't palatable. This work presents examination and execution assessment of worldwide strategies (PCA,
FLD, DCT, DWT), nearby techniques (SIFT, LBP) and all potential combinations of two strategies among them. The
combination is finished by solidifying the yield of numerous element extraction calculations at score levels utilizing
four combination rules which are Mean, Maximum, Minimum, and item [3].
Proposed CNN course works at different goals, rapidly dismisses the foundation districts in the quick low goal stages,
and cautiously assesses few testing applicants in the last high goal stage. To improve limitation adequacy, and decrease
the quantity of up-and-comers at later stages, we present a CNN-based adjustment stage after every one of the
recognition stages in the course [4].
Another significant learning based face affirmation cooperation structure was proposed. The entire strategy for
developing a face affirmation part by joining condition of-the-craftsmanship methods and advances in significant
learning is depicted. It is settled that with the more unassuming number of face pictures close by the proposed method
for increment high precision can be cultivated [5].






III. OBJECTIVES OF SYSTEM
The objective of this project is to help Police and higher authorities to track down missing people quickly.
The usual process to track a person is using investigation which requires time and experience. Most of the
time, investigation method works pretty well but it is time consuming and can be unsuccessful if the person
(missing) has been shifted/moved to different location (city/country).
In such cases, the ideal approach is to go through CCTV and evidences. Again, this can be very time
consuming and given the number of people that go missing every day, it can be a challenge to keep up with it.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A complete face recognition system includes face detection, face preprocessing and face recognition processes.
Therefore, it is necessary to extract the face region from the face detection process and separate the face from the
background pattern, which provides the basis for the subsequent extraction of the face difference features. The recent
rise of the face based on the depth of learning detection methods, compared to the traditional method not only shorten
the time, and the accuracy is effectively improved. Face recognition of the separated faces is a process of feature
extraction and contrast identification of the normalized face images in order to obtain the identity of human faces in the
images.
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF MODULE
The proposed system can be used to find the lost people based on face recognition techniques using CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network).The system has various face dataset of peoples which we have trained using CNN
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algorithm, where testing and training performed on the dataset. When the input image of face person is passed to check
for lost person, the image is proposed in various steps like pre-processing, feature extraction, classification. If match is
formed then it’s notified as match found and if the feature of input image doesn’t match at that time the system notify
as match not found and a registration page is shown for new registration.

Figure: System Architecture
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed system presents a simple approach for face recognition which minimizes computation time while
achieves high detection accuracy. The test results show that the algorithm works very well for most of the challenges
including background variations, illumination problem, pose variations and number of faces in the database.
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